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Remembrance
Assembly

Tribute to Old Boys in Remembrance Assembly

T

his year’s Remembrance Assembly at Bolton School Boys’ Division was led
by Dr. Holland and paid tribute to the courage, resourcefulness and heroism of
those Old Boys who had served during two World Wars. Last year, the service had
focused on VE Day and those that lost their lives in Europe; this year, thoughts
turned to VJ Day or Victory in the Pacific Day and to the six former pupils who lost
their lives in South East Asia. Six pupils recalled their life stories, which are
recorded in Dr. Eric McPherson’s book, Remembered With Honour which recalls all
those Old Boys that lost their lives in the First and Second World Wars. After a
reflective and well-observed moment of silence, Balkrishna Ramji, a Year 12
student and a piper from the Shree Muktajeevan Swamibapa Pipe Band played
whilst boys processed out of the Great Hall and laid wreaths on the Memorial
Staircase.

The assembly also recalled the life of Private James Rutter, an Old Boy, who lost
his life whilst serving in France, whose name had been inexplicably omitted from
the memorial boards that record all those that lost their lives in war. After the
assembly, Headmaster Philip Britton unveiled a new plaque commemorating the
life of Private Rutter and which also recorded the names of two Old Boys who are
on the memorial boards but actually survived the War, E. W. Harris (who died in
1957) and C. B. Pitblado (who died in 1974).
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Eatough inspires

45th Marcus Tillotson Lecture: Chris Eatough inspires

O

ld Boy Chris Eatough returned to Bolton School to give the 2016 Tillotson
Lecture on the subject of ‘Long Distance Learning’. Chris is a former professional
mountain bike racer who won the World Championships in 24-hour solo mountain
bike racing six times. He has also won five USA national titles and competed all
over the world.
Chris opened the Tillotson Lecture with a short video about the film 24 Solo, which
was made about his quest to attain a seventh consecutive world title. He then
thanked Headmaster Mr. Philip Britton, Mr. Trevor Pledger and the School for
inviting him back to give the evening’s lecture.
He said, “Wandering through these halls today and being part of school life for a
day again really brought back to the forefront for me what a special place this is,
what a great school this is, how fortunate I was to come to school here. … It was a
great place for me to kind of begin my young adult life, especially the way that I
was able to blend academics and athletics here at Bolton School.”
He spoke about the sports he was passionate about during his time at Bolton
School, particularly football and biathlon, but also water polo, swimming, track and
field and tennis. He recalled his family’s move to the US and his subsequent
involvement with soccer at Clemson University, which he described as similar to
Bolton School as it allowed him to mix sports with his studies.
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A

fter his time on the college sports team, he discovered mountain biking.

Following his success as a team player, he discovered that he liked the direct
relationship between training and improvement in solo sport.
He quickly reached a high level in mountain biking, but realised that he was at the
pinnacle of what he could achieve over short distances. However, over longer distances,
he fared better than other competitors, and so started tackling longer races. This
eventually led to team 24-hour races, and finally his curiosity about solo riders taking on
these endurance challenges made him want to try it for himself.
Chris’s first attempt at a 24-hour solo race was at the World Championships with just his
father as his support crew. Having watched other riders compete, he decided that he
wasn’t going to take any breaks over the course of the 24 hours, and so he won his first
race by an incredible margin.
However, as the World Champion, he then had to continue to compete in 24-hour solo
races. He also had to work hard to come up with new techniques to stay ahead, as the
competition would quickly adopt his strategies and he would lose his advantage. This
constant evolution was one of the points he emphasised in his talk as a crucial piece of
advice, as this was one thing that particularly helped him to achieve his success. He also
paid tribute to the incredible work his support team did for him over the course of his
career.
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Chris went on to win six World Championships in a row, but in the seventh year he came

then, he presented him with honorary Full Colours.

in second place. Although he was disappointed, the feeling did not last, as the winner had
to be hospitalised for three days when he crossed the finish line after pushing himself too

During his visit to Bolton School, in addition to

hard. Chris, on the other hand, was able to greet his team and family and make it to the

giving the Tillotson Lecture, Chris was able to

podium. This experience put the sport into perspective for him and helped him to realise

meet with the School’s elite athletes, discuss

that the win was not the most important thing.

university in the US with interested Sixth Form

Following his seventh World Championship race,
Chris went on to win two more National

pupils, and talk to the Year 6 Junior Boys and
Junior Girls.

Championships before retiring from his fourteenyear mountain bike racing career.
His passion for bikes continues, and he has since
then implemented a public bike sharing
transportation network in Washington DC. He is
currently working on a similar project in Maryland
where he lives with his wife and two young children.
At the end of his address, he presented Mr. Britton
with his 2005 World Championship jersey as a gift
to the School.
To close the evening, Mr. Britton thanked Chris for returning to give the Tillotson Lecture.
Having looked in the School archives, he discovered that Chris was presented with Half
Colours during his time as a pupil, and in honour of his sporting achievements since
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Boys’ Division becomes an Apple Distinguished School

T

he Boys' Division is pleased to announce that it has been recognised as

an Apple Distinguished School for 2016-2018 for its application of technology in
developing the boys' learning and that of local teachers. iPad usage at the
School has been an integral part of learning for over 2,000 pupils across the
campus for several years now, who utilise the technology in the classroom, on
the move and at home. iPad ambassadors are trained up to help their fellows
classmates. The School also seeks to develop other teachers' use of technology
and last year hosted a well-attended Learning with iPads Conference. The Apple
Distinguished School designation is reserved for schools that meet criteria for

the new pigeonhole and One Drive is the new locker. We make

innovation, leadership and educational excellence, and demonstrate a clear

extensive use of Socrative and Educreations or Explain Everything

vision of exemplary learning environments.

and each department also employs subject specific apps. As

Headmaster Mr. Britton said: “The selection of the Boys' Division as an Apple
Distinguished School highlights its success blending innovative learning
techniques with traditional teaching methods, producing a very successful
learning environment that engages students and provides tangible evidence of

technology evolves, we are in a strong position to oﬀer more
opportunities to our pupils; a recent example being our Virtual
Reality/360 Club using iPads to build their own virtual tours of the
School."

academic accomplishment. School is all about preparing young people for life

Bolton School Boys' Division, which includes pupils from ages 7

and for work and technology now plays a huge part in both. The critical point is

through to 18, joins just a handful of other HMC schools, including

to focus on what actually works and profits children in the classroom.

Millfield and Stephen Perse, to have received this award. The

Technology gives you the opportunity to not just augment learning but to

award makes Bolton a strong centre of expertise for e-learning

redefine it by designing tasks that engage students in rich new learning

with two ADS schools in the same town - ESSA Academy being

experiences. The focus should not be on the device itself but what it gives

the other one.

access to. Technology is replacing the physical elements of school - Notability is
the new jotter and file, iTunes U is the new textbook and hand-out, Showbie is
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Boys Win International 360-VR Filmmaking Competition

B

oys from Years 7 and 8 of Bolton School Boys’ Division, along with

their teacher, Deputy Head (Academic) Mr. Ford, have won this week’s
Viar360 Grand Cinematic Virtual Reality (VR) Storytelling contest.

The 360-VR film submitted by the School oﬀers a virtual tour of the Boys’
Division and begins outside Senior School Reception in the Riley Sixth Form
Centre Quad. Viewers can then scan around 360 degrees and move into the
building via Reception; the tour incorporates information points and short

a 360/VR film club that is really popular and runs weekly as we look at

videos and allows virtual visitors to view 360 degree panoramics of the Great

creating our own content.

Hall, a Science laboratory on Open Morning, a classroom and the first floor
of the Riley Sixth Form Centre. Click here to view the video.

“Virtual reality and 360 films are an exciting and growing area of
technology that let the user step into the environment and be a part of

Mr. Ford takes up the story: “We used a Ricoh Theta 360 camera to take a
selection of 360 photos and video. The original purpose was to look at shot
selection, choosing the right locations that would create a good experience
for people who might want a glimpse inside the school. I edited the tour
together using Viarbox software, having edited photos and video with the
boys beforehand.
“I think VR and 360 film making are really powerful learning tools and both

it, rather than just watching it. In a 360 film, you can look in every
direction and see everything, and in VR you can choose and interact
with the environment. All this is viewed through a headset. We have
started looking at the use of this in lessons and have recently taken
Year 7 to explore Roman ruins, Year 8 explored the Amazon rainforest
and Year 9 stepped into the human circulatory system - all virtually of
course. Looking towards the future, we plan on looking at VR creation

are set to be large industries in the very near future. I wanted the boys at

on computers and once we have some more cameras, we will be

Bolton School to not only experience the best of the content that already

looking to create new films of our own, perhaps of concerts, sport

exists, but also learn how to create 360 and VR content. We therefore have

and outdoor adventure at Patterdale Hall.”
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Boys Achieve £10,000 Charity Target

T

he Boys’ Division has achieved its ambitious target of raising £10,000 and donating
£500 to 20 charities in recognition of the School’s 500 year Anniversary!
As the target has been reached, the School will be able to donate the £10,000 as planned.
The charities each receiving £500 are: Achieving a Headstart in Gambia, Age UK, Bolton
Hospice, The Brain Tumour Charity, Cardiac Risk in Youth (CRY), Crohn’s and Colitis, Help
for Heroes, LivLife (Tanzania), Macmillan Cancer, Mind, Motor Neurone Disease Association
(MNDA), The National Deaf Children’s Society (NDCS), Open Hearts Open Minds, Papyrus,
Rebuilding Schools Nepal RNIB, RNLI, Salvation Army, Stonewall and Teenage Cancer Trust.
At the end of the Summer Term 2016, pupils in Years 7 to 10 and some Year 12 students
were involved in a sponsored walk to the top of Rivington Pike to raise this incredible sum.
Around 650 pupils took part in the twelve-mile return walk from the School to the top of
Rivington Pike. In total, the boys collectively walked over 6000 miles: a distance that would
easily see them to one of their chosen charities in Nepal!
After walking up through Moss Bank Park and across the moors to reach the Pike, pupils
stopped for lunch before the return trip. While the summer sunshine didn’t put in a lengthy
appearance on the day, the weather was mostly kind to the walkers.
This is the third time that the School has undertaken a walk to the Pike to raise charitable
funds in recent years.
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Old Boys’ Cricket Raises Money for Bursary Fund

A

cricket match held earlier this summer between the
‘Outcasts’ and the ‘Dukes’ at Bolton School raised £75 for the
School's Bursary Fund. The two teams, captained by two Old
Boys and largely comprising of former pupils, decided to donate
their match fees to the fund that supports those families who
otherwise would not be able to send their children to Bolton
School.
The Dukes (NHS Chorley Hospitals), led by former pupil Peter
Labbett, has strong links with the School and includes two Old
Boys and current teachers in its team. They also play the staﬀ
team. The Outcasts' team comprises civil servants who lost their
posts in the Greater Manchester reshuﬄe and were led by Old
Boltonian, Steve Ramsden.
On the day, the Dukes ran out winners by 6 wickets.
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Boys Enjoy National and North West ISFA Selection

F

ive pupils in the Boys’ Division have been selected for Independent Schools’
Football Association (ISFA) teams this year.
James Kay in Year 13 and Joshua Bowers in Year 11 have both been selected for
the National ISFA sides in the Under 16 and Under 18 age groups. They received
their international call-ups following the annual North vs. South games at Repton
School earlier in the term. Both will join up with the national squads at The FA
Headquarters (St. George’s Park) at the end of the year and will play fixtures
against various international and professional sides.
Year 8 pupils Harry Forshaw, Sam Olawumi and Ethan Smyth have also been
selected for the ISFA North West Under 13 team. They will play in games over the
coming months before competing in the ISFA Festival at Shrewsbury School
during the Easter holidays.
This continues Bolton School’s strong links with ISFA. Congratulations to all of the
boys who have been selected.
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Jos and Jack Join ESSA Squad in Malta

O

ver the half term break, Bolton School water polo players Jos Winstanley
and Jack Phillips, both in Year 11, joined the English Schools’ Swimming
Association (ESSA) Water Polo Under 16 squad. They were two of just three
players picked for the boys’ squad from the North West.
The Head Coach for ESSA was Boys’ Division Head of Chemistry Dr. Mike Yates,
who also helps to coach the Bolton School water polo teams. The Assistant Coach
Jack and Jos are pictured on the second row,
second and third on the left.

was Stephen Walsh, an Old Boy who has gone on to become Aquatics Coach at
Manchester Grammar School.
The ESSA Under 16 squad and their coaches travelled to Malta to take part in the
Exiles International Tournament, which was held in October. The ESSA boys'
squad won their opening match against Livorno 10-9 and drew their second
against the Malta Exiles with a final score of 8-8. They narrowly lost their final
match of the competition against home team Malta 8-10.
Following the Exiles International Tournament, the ESSA squad remained in Malta
for a further three days of training, with games against local Maltese clubs.

Jos and Jack are pictured on the front row,
second and third on the right.
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Marcus World Class in Thai Kickboxing

R

epresenting Great Britain at the World Championships in Spain, Marcus
Williams in Year 7 has become the World Junior Thai Kickboxing Champion (11-13
years age category, 46-50 kg.). Having won a number of previous competitions,
11-year-old Marcus found himself up against an older and heavier Spanish fighter
in the final held in Benidorm. In the the full contact fight over five rounds, he fought
well and injured the other fighter in the first round with leg kicks. Technically, the
judges should have given the Spanish fighter an 8 count when he initially asked for
a Medic. However, the referee let him continue. The later rounds were close and
initially the Spanish fighter was given the win by a split decision. However, after an
appeal and a re-running of the video, the judges awarded Marcus a 10-8 points
win for the first round and that swung the whole final his way.
Marcus has been training for four years and fights out of the Kearsley Club, which
now has two world champions. Typically, he trains two to three times a week, but
that can increase to four or five times per week before a fight. The intensity is
picking up for Marcus - usually he has four or five fights a year, but he has had five
now in the past month!
In addition, he has recently become Double English Open Champion. Marcus,
weighing 46 kg., fought in the 45-50 kg. category and the 50 kg.+ category and
won titles in both!
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Will Jumps to New Heights in Trampolining

W

ill Fothergill, a Year 7 pupil, came second in the Under 12 North West
Trampolining Competition over the half-term holiday.
Will took up trampolining two and a half years ago after the local boys’ gymnastics
club closed, a sport he had undertaken since he was three years old. Will quickly
adapted to the trampoline, and in his first year made it to a national finals'
competition, placing fourth. This year, he qualified again and in July went to the
nationals and came third in the country at his level and age group. He also took
part in a competition in Germany in May and came fifth in his first international
event.
Looking ahead, his next competition is the North West qualifier in January, where
he hopes to win through to the North West team finals, in which last year he came
second. Will hopes to go to Germany again in April and compete in both synchro
and individual disciplines and he is also hopeful of qualifying for the nationals
again.
He currently trains for twelve hours a week over five days at his club Jump UK in
Leyland.
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Old Boy Haseeb becomes England’s New Opening Batsman

S

ixteen months ago, Haseeb Hameed was picking up his A Level results from Bolton

School; however, he recently opened the batting for England against India in the first test
match in Rajkot. He became England’s fifth youngest Test player and youngest ever
opening batsman. He is the first Lancashire opening batsman to play for England in 21
years and was picked having scored 1,129 runs and having averaged 52 over the
summer in the County Championship Division One. He was part of the England squad,
but did not play in either Test match in the recent tour of Bangladesh but was handed his
chance at the expense of Yorkshire’s Ballance, who dropped out of the team, having
scored just 24 runs in four innings in the last series.
Head of Cricket at Bolton School, Mr. Andy Compton, in an interview back in November
for BBC North West Tonight said: “It is a very proud day and I am delighted for Haseeb.
We had high hopes for him and it was clear from the start that he was an outstanding
cricketer. We knew he was special before he came to us as another county had tried to
lure him away from Lancashire, but only when he arrived did we see how good he was.
The first time I saw him was in our indoor nets in the Spring Term when he was in Year 8
and we knew then we had a very special talent on our hands.
“His father, Ismail, has been the largest influence by far on his career and has been his
mentor throughout. During his time with us, we worked out that Haseeb was doing
sixteen hours per week more than the Academy required so he certainly had the
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dedication from an early age. He has the perfect mix of technique and patience
which should see him perform well in Test match cricket. Whilst he was at Bolton
School, he played at a challenging level throughout, often playing boys in older
age groups than himself. I recall him being only 14 years old and playing in 40 and
50 over games, which helped with his development. I recall him scoring two
consecutive centuries over a weekend in two HMC 20/20 matches and I think he
proved to me then – and possibly himself – that he could score quickly if needs be
and was more than capable of adapting to the context of the game.”
Making his debut in India could not have been more appropriate as that is where
his parents are from and they have been incredibly supportive throughout. He
scored 31 runs in the first innings before being declared out leg before wicket. He
fared better in the second innings, scoring an impressive 82 runs in a strong
partnership with Alastair Cook. During the match, Haseeb also took several
catches when fielding against India. Haseeb batted defensively in the Second Test
before succumbing to an injury during the third test. We wish him a speedy
recovery and will continue to follow his progress with interest.
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Year 11 Patterdale Teamwork Challenge

D

uring the final weeks in November, Year 11 visited Patterdale Hall to undertake

the Year 11 Teamwork Challenge. With two forms at a time visiting for three days and
two nights, the boys were kept busy both mentally and physically, completing small
training sessions, detailed reviews and numerous teamwork tasks. For a change, the
clouds and rain stayed away and the boys enjoyed cold, dry, clear days, with some of
the more lucky ones having a little sunshine to warm their backs, as they tried, once
again, to get the ball into the bucket or cross the swamp on lily pads.
Shortly after arrival, the forms were split into small groups, which then spent the
afternoon and evening with an experienced instructor who helped the group turn
themselves into an eﬀective team. The teams were introduced to a number of theories,
skills and ideas such as Kolb’s ‘Learning Cycle’, Tuckman’s ‘Team stage development
theory’ and John Adair’s ‘Action centred leadership theory’. The teams were then given
the opportunity to practise their newly gained knowledge by completing a number of
small teamwork tasks, followed by a focused review to help them gain the most from
their training and then apply it to future tasks. At the end of the day, the groups emerged
for these training sessions as a newly formed team ready for the challenge ahead.
On Days 2 and 3, the teams took part in a competition against the other team within the
year. The teams tried to complete nineteen large-scale teamwork tasks that are spread
around the Patterdale Hall Grounds. They had the ability to select tasks that suited their
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team’s strengths from climbing
trees and swinging across rope
traverses to designing and building
bridges and completing the
‘Towers of Hanoi’. After completing
as many of the tasks as they could
in the allotted time, they went on to
design and build a full size human
powered catapult and progress to
launch a tennis ball across the
garden in an attempt to score more
points in a catapult shoot oﬀ. At the end of the two weeks, the team with the most
points became the winner of the Year 11 Teamwork Challenge.
All in all, a busy and enjoyable programme, but also one with an important focus;
the ability to work well in a team will form an important part of not only the boys’
continuing education, it will also be a foundation skill when entering almost any
type of employment. The boys performed admirably over the two weeks, with
eﬀort, energy and enthusiasm in evidence throughout and it was a pleasure to
have them visit us.
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Sixth Form Practise Spanish in Cádiz

T

hree Year 12 boys and six Year 12 girls enjoyed a Spanish trip to El Puerto
de Santa María near Cádiz in Andalusia for eight days over the half term break.
It was another successful year with the added bonus of sunshine and a Spanish
feast day mid-week. The students had four mornings of lessons and cultural
activities in the afternoons and evenings. They stayed in pairs with host families
and immersed themselves fully into the Spanish way of life to such an extent that
they even started to walk as slowly as the Spanish do!
On the free day, they went to Jérez on the train where they took part in a highly
competitive treasure hunt and on the last full day, Saturday, they went on the train
to Seville where they started at the Reales Alcazares and moved on to the
Cathedral and Giralda Tower.
Miss Irvine from the Girls' Division and Mr. Lees from the Boys' Division
accompanied the students and were impressed by the pupils’ dedication and
delightful attitude during the week.
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Year 8 enjoy the Rheinland Trip

T

his year's Rheinland Trip once again provided forty or so Year 8 boys the
opportunity to see Germany for the first time. During the Half Term break in
October a full itinerary took us to the cathedrals in Cologne and Aachen,
Heidelberg Castle, the riverside town of Rüdesheim, the Loreley statue and the city
of Koblenz. Opportunities for letting oﬀ steam came in a trip to a luxury water park
and a hillside toboggan run, as well as the two nights on board the P&O North Sea
Ferry! We are very grateful to the Senior Boy team, who were excellent support
and company.
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Ensembles Excel at Autumn Concert

T

he Drum Corps, led by Mr. Forgrieve, opened the Autumn Concert with Stx ‘n’ Clx, a

catchy piece which allowed the boys to show oﬀ their considerable percussive talents. The
Joint Senior Concert Band, conducted by Miss Deady, oﬀered up poised renderings of O
Magnum Mysterium and Stephenson’s Rocket before Mr. Forgrieve’s Tuned Percussion
Ensemble performed an ingenious adaptation of Money, Money, Money.
The Boys’ Brass Group, led by Mrs. Hughes-Williams, had everyone’s feet tapping with their
versions of Mark Ronson’s Uptown Funk and Take That’s Rule the World and the upbeat mood
was maintained with the Steel Pans Group’s playing of Yellow Bird and the Senior Guitar
Group’s oﬀering of a catchy Stevie Wonder Medley arranged by Mr. Bleasdale.
Opening the second half of the show, the Joint Chamber Choir sang flawless versions of
Autumn Leaves and Cups (When I’m Gone), the latter including imaginative clicks, claps and
slaps to maintain the beat; Mrs. Whitmore and Mr. Ainscough expertly guided the choir through
the pieces. The Classical Guitar Quartet, led by Mr. Gjylaci, played a flawless Sonata in D and
they were quickly followed by the Joint Senior Jazz Band, who showcased a number of
individual solos in the playing of three songs: Mercy, Mercy, Mercy; Duke Ellington’s C Jam
Blues; and Birdland.
The evening came to a rousing conclusion with the whole of Year 8 boys, directed by Mrs.
Hampson and Miss Sherry, singing heartening adaptations of Rolling in the Deep, Jar of Hearts
and Mr. Blue Sky. The capacity Great Hall roared its approval!
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Linguists Debate at MFL Competition
High hopes for the Spanish team of Max Hartle and Aidan Flood were

O

unfortunately not fulfilled as they won their first debate but came up
n the 17th of November a coach full of enthusiastic linguists

embarked on the journey to Cheadle Hulme for the 10th annual

against the eventual runners-up in the second debate and were
knocked out.

Northern Schools’ MFL Debating Competition. Bolton School
represented four languages: French, German, Russian and Spanish.

We were represented by two teams in the Russian debates against

There were several scintillating topics to be discussed, entirely in the

rival Russian stronghold MGS. The four-ball of Edward Joyce, Oliver

foreign language, including ‘Brexit is the answer,’ ‘Give me

King, Caleb Hall-Paterson and Robert Valentine applied themselves

knowledge, not power,’ ‘Numbers are better than letters’ and ‘We

well in diﬃcult circumstances, and shone in terms of their linguistic

need to halt the progress of technology.’

skills, but their rather too gentlemanly debating style lost them the
race

The French team consisted of Year 12 students Sam Bowden and
Tom Paterson, who did extremely well to battle competitively against
people with a year’s extra language experience, but unfortunately
couldn’t progress to the next round despite winning one of their
debates.
Our German debaters were the most successful, progressing through
to the semi-finals. James Whalley and Anthony Lems demonstrated
fantastic teamwork, as well as superb debating skills, which helped
them to win their first two debates, but unfortunately just came short
of the final.
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Career Insights on Media and Digital Media Day

G

irls’ and Boys’ Division pupils enjoyed a Media and Digital Media Day, and also

welcomed pupils from St. Joseph’s School in Horwich for the event. Pupils found out
more about the wide range of careers available in this field as they heard from a host of
guests, including two keynote speakers.
Mike Bushell is a sport presenter on BBC’s Breakfast who has tried out 474 sports with
the aim of inspiring others to find the right sport for them. He explained how this came
about: people were switching oﬀ sports bulletins as they felt excluded from sport. Mike
by chance found out about the UK Sled Dog Racing Relay in Berkshire while out walking
his dog, and suddenly realised that they must be so many more unknown sports. He
therefore asked ordinary people to tell him about their sports, and this part of the show
is still going strong years later. He added that everyone has the “instinct to play” and
that this, along with the social and physical benefits, is the essence of sport.
Mike also talked about his life and career, including writing his own newspaper as a
child, acting in a school production, and working for newspapers before getting his TV
break. He said that all of these experiences gave him stories to tell, but none more so
than touring Europe with his band and visiting Berlin at the time the Berlin Wall came
down. He encouraged pupils to go out and get life experiences to talk about during job
interviews. He also discussed some of the fascinating sports he has reported on and
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tried out, including Quidditch, Bog Snorkelling and Worm Charming,

explained about his work with dock10. Pupils enjoyed learning about

and got pupils to play a game of ‘Sport or Spoof?’ where they had to

the technical specifications of the equipment while setting it up and

guess which were real sports and which ones he had made up.

seeing it work, and had lots of questions for Mike throughout.

Sarah Jones is the Deputy Head of Media at Coventry University and

A variety of other talks took place during the day on subjects related

a former journalist and TV presenter. She describes herself as a

to media and digital media: Margaret Burgin, Future Skills Manager at

storyteller. She works extensively with virtual reality, or VR, and her

the BBC, gave a workshop on how to highlight key skills when

keynote speech was on the subject of immersive media and virtual

applying for roles in the media; Saiqa Chaudhari from the Bolton

reality. She began by discussing her career as a journalist and TV

News discussed working in journalism; Aaron Cummings, an

presenter, describing her early work on hospital radio and as an ‘eye

Apprenticeship Manager with the White Room, talked about

in the sky’ reporter talking about the state of the Midlands

apprenticeship opportunities across creative and digital industries;

motorways. She emphasised that putting herself forward for things

there was a talk from Neil Dougan, lecturer in Film and Television at

had been very important to furthering her career and encouraged

the University of Bolton; Kevin Fenmore, the Programme Leader at

pupils to do the same. Sarah also talked about the fact that although

the School of Media, Design and Technology at the University of

virtual reality has been around for a long time, a new wave has arrived

Bradford, discussed games, animation and visual eﬀects degrees;

with emerging technology. She also described some of the varied

Rikesh Lad of The Skills Company gave an overview of social media

routes that can lead into working in this fascinating field. Her keynote

pathways and how social media is used in the workplace; and two

speech went on to discuss the many applications of virtual reality in

members of the Tower FM team, Jon Holling, Head of Presentation

creative ways.

and Breakfast presenter, and Neil Leadbetter, Head of Street Team,

Old Boy Mike Lodmore returned to School as one of the day’s guest
speakers to give a workshop about broadcast engineering. He now
works for dock10 TV studios at Media City in Salford. In his

talked about working in radio broadcasting. This all made for an
interesting day which gave pupils an excellent overview of the diverse
roles available in media and digital media.

fascinating session, he allowed pupils to set up a miniature TV studio,
complete with a camera hooked up to the room’s TV screen, and
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A

lmost 900 pupils from twenty-one senior schools including the Boys’ and Girls’

Divisions, plus a number of home-schooled children, gathered in the Bolton School
Boys’ Division Great Hall to witness the wonders of chemistry as part of the Royal
Society of Chemistry (RSC) Christmas Lecture. Bolton School annually hosts this special
event, which showcases a series of impressive experiments live on stage to two
audiences.
This year, teachers Jim Street and Rebecca Williams and technicians Peter Jackson and
Nadin Gravit from King’s School, Macclesfield, gave the presentation.
They began with a brief ‘sound and light check’: a set of quick-fire chemical flashes and
bangs to prepare the audience for the rest of the lecture. Jim and Rebecca then expertly
navigated a speedy series of experiments and explained the chemistry behind each one
along the way.
They created diﬀerently coloured flames using solutions made with metals like strontium,
copper and potassium before showing oﬀ the powerfully exothermic thermite reaction.
Experimenting with liquid oxygen, they burned cotton wool, monster munch, and a
single biscuit – creating ever more dramatic bright orange flame each time! Moving
seamlessly from flashes to bangs, they fired a number of bottle rockets around the hall
by filling each one with hydrogen, and showed the diﬀerence between a mix of hydrogen
and air, and hydrogen and pure oxygen. Pupils were amazed by how far the bottles
could fly and were excited to try and catch one at the far end of the Great Hall. They
were also delighted to see and hear the hairspray-powered ‘bazooka’, which fired a
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tennis ball across the hall and some ping-pong balls into the air. Experiments with
diﬀerent types of alcohol returned the presentation to flashes as the pupils enjoyed
the dramatic eﬀects of whoosh bottles, including the thrill of a double whoosh
bottle. One of the most interesting reactions was the exploding water bubbles:
filled with pure oxygen rather than air, instead of simply bursting when popped by
a flame, these bubbles exploded with a very loud bang! The presentation then
moved from hot to cold with Jim and Rebecca showing the properties of liquid
nitrogen. They used it to create the biggest bang of the day by sealing some into a
plastic bottle and dropping it into warm water, forcing the liquid to turn to gas and
expand, exploding the bottle. The finale of the presentation was a series of flashes
and bangs, first set oﬀ by a fire trail, then triggered by a flamethrower, to the
delight of the audience.
The pupils, who were mainly in Years 8 and 9, were really excited to see all of the
experiments, which focused on visually interesting and dramatic reactions. They
also undoubtedly learned plenty of chemistry along the way.
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A

ll three judges were impressed by the quality of the presentations at this year’s Business

Challenge Final. Following on from the Business Challenge Day earlier in the term, during which all
Boys’ and Girls’ Division pupils in Year 12 came up with business concepts which they pitched to
judging panels, the Final was between the four groups who came up with the best plans at the end
of the day. Since then, each of the final four have worked hard to improve on their initial concept,
taking on the judges’ comments and advice to make their business plans even stronger.
All of the teams had prepared a detailed breakdown of their business, including the all-important
finances and how much money they would request as their start-up loan. They presented their
written business plan alongside a pitch and presentation in front of a panel of judges: Stephanie
Foster, an independent career coach; Rob Lord, Partner at Cowgill Holloway; and Phil Warriner,
recently retired from BT.
The first business was EdYOUcateME: an online tutoring website, oﬀering school-age pupils tuition
from university students for a monthly subscription fee, and benefitting tutors by oﬀering incentives
and a reward scheme similar to vInspired in return for their voluntary work on the website. They
came up with three projected profit scenarios and had researched their marketing well.
The next to present was Tranquillo, a pillow using scent, soothing sounds, memory foam and an
internal cooling system to reduce insomnia. The group had researched each aspect of their
product’s design thoroughly, from the materials they would use for each part of the Tranquillo, to the
scents and sounds it would feature, and even to the packaging. They had also thought carefully
about the production and warehouse costs.
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Koko, an app to alleviate wardrobe stresses, came next and oﬀered

said that she could see the huge diﬀerence in eﬀort, structure and

three functions to fill a gap in the market. The app would be able to

delivery from the Business Challenge Day, which she also attended.

coordinate owned clothes into an outfit, find clothes in online stores

She also said, “These are the skills that employers are looking for in

to complete outfits or create new ones, and find items worn by a

the future, and you will definitely find them useful. These

friend or even a celebrity. The group explained that no other single

competitions and events that the School and particularly the Careers

app fulfils all three functions, and that they would make their profit via

Department put on for you really do make a diﬀerence on your CVs. I

commission on clothing sales through the app.

work with a lot of former pupils and they all remember this event and

Finally, takeaway comparison app Matchmymeal was presented to

how much it has helped them to develop. Well done to you all.”

the judges. Matchmymeal would allow everyone to compare diﬀerent

Rob also oﬀered his congratulations as well as some general

takeaways based on the quality, delivery time or price, or some

feedback: “You have all done a fantastic job. As an employer, we as

combination of the three, as well as seeing reviews. The app would

accountants and business advisors meet businesses all the time and

again work on a commission basis, based on takeaways ordered

it’s all about having the passion to execute that idea they have. In all

through the app, and also have advertisements within the app to

of your ideas, you have got that across really well.It’s been a really

generate more revenue.

hard decision.”

All of the groups had come up with strong financial information for

Finally, Phil announced the winners. In joint third place, and equal in

their companies, and could clearly state how long it would take for

the judges’ standing, were Match My Meal and EdYOUcateME. Koko

them to pay oﬀ the initial loan that they were requesting from the

took second place. The overall winners this year were Tranquillo.

panel of judges. They had also come up with a variety of marketing
schemes, the majority of which were based around social media
campaigns.

All of the pupils were awarded a prize for their eﬀorts in the Business
Challenge competition, with the Tranquillo team also receiving the
trophy. The Tranquillo team was made up of Holly Errington, Ali

When the judges had conferred and were ready to announce the

Khalid, Molly Marshall, Sean Pendlebury, Tom Ryder, Niamh Scanlon,

winners, Stephanie thanked all of the pupils for their hard work. She

Charles Shaw and Chelsea Twist.
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A

fter much anticipation, the Bolton Children’s Fiction Award 2017

In the coming months, children will read each of the books and participate

Shortlist has finally been announced! The six books were revealed to

in a number of activities in their English lessons and School Library Book

students from Bolton School Boys’ and Girls’ Divisions, in a launch

Clubs. In May, they will vote for their top three favourites. They will be

ceremony. This annual award – which puts the voting entirely in the hands

encouraged to write reviews and follow the School’s Twitter feed

of the children under the age of fifteen – has been run by Bolton School

@BoltonSchoolLib with #BCFA2017. The votes will be counted up, and

for the past four years. The shortlisted books have been chosen by school

the winner will finally be announced at the Award Ceremony on 6th July

librarians at Bolton School. Previous winners Gillian Cross, Tom Hoyle and

2017, when children will have the opportunity to meet the shortlisted

Narinder Dhami as well as other shortlisted authors have gone on to be

authors.

nominated for other national awards.
Pupils from around twenty secondary school in Bolton and surrounding
Mrs. Maria Howarth opened the event, introducing the prefects and

areas will be taking part. A number of local primary schools involved in

monitors. She described how diﬃcult it has been for the excited librarians

Bolton School’s Primary Liaison programme have also expressed an

and delighted authors to keep the shortlist secret, as they have known for

interest in shadowing the Award and the School hopes to have a special

several weeks which books are included! She then passed the

event to celebrate their participation. The Bolton Children’s Fiction Award

proceedings to three Girls’ Division Prefects and three Boys’ Division

is promoted by Bolton School, and supported by independent bookseller

Monitors, who each read a passage from the shortlisted books to give a

Ebb & Flo and Bolton School Library Service.

feel of the style and writing.
Mrs. Howarth, the Senior Librarian at Bolton School, said, “I am really
The 2017 shortlisted books are:

pleased with this diverse list which includes a number of new and

A Girl of Ink and Stars by Kiran Millwood Hargrave

emerging authors. This supports the aim of the Award, which is to

Beetle Boy by M G Leonard

broaden children’s reading choices and raise the profile of new authors. I

The Last Immortal by Alex Marlowe

am also hoping that teachers and Librarians will be able to use the books

Jessica’s Ghost by Andrew Norris

to support cross-curricular learning in subjects such as Art, Science,

My Brother is a Superhero by David Solomons

Geography and PSHE.”

Time Travelling with a Hamster by Ross Welford
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T

he Joint Senior Concert Band has been awarded a Platinum Award after
performing at the North's Regional Festival of the National Concert Band Festival
(NCBF), which was held at Newman College in Oldham.
The group performed a challenging programme including O Magnum Mysterium
and Stephenson’s Rocket. Their conductor, a delighted Miss Deady, said:
"Platinum is the highest award presented at the NCBF and the ensemble has now
qualified for the National finals, to be held in April. This is the first time in a number
of years that the Senior Concert Band has performed at the NCBF and all
members of the ensemble are to be congratulated on this fantastic result!"
The adjudicators praised the tone quality of the ensemble, dynamic contrasts and
commented that "the interpretation produces a highly musical performance". They
also praised the solo eﬀorts of the horns (Charlotte Winrow and Jacqueline JonesHumphrey), oboe (Sally Cowling), cornet (Adam Shine) and clarinet (Vasudha
Marthi).
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T

he Boys’ Division welcomed Matt Dickinson to talk to pupils in Years 8 and 9

about his experiences of climbing the world’s highest peak, Mount Everest. Matt is an
author of both fiction and non-fiction based on his mountaineering experiences. He has
also made documentaries for National Geographic Television, the Discovery Channel
and the BBC.
Matt’s talk took the boys on a journey to the summit of Mount Everest. He began by
explaining that he took the first step on the path to becoming a climber and explorer in
his school library, when he picked up a book about mountaineering. He talked briefly
about the positive eﬀects of reading, and how books can inspire readers and change the
course of someone’s life.
Moving on to talk about Everest, Matt spoke about his personal experience of frostbite.
He also discussed the problems of altitude sickness, and the fact that a rescue
helicopter oﬀ the mountain costs £10,000 in cash. These anecdotes really helped the
boys to understand the real dangers and challenges of adventuring in “the most
dangerous place in the world”.
He recalled some statistics: that there is a 4% chance of death on Everest, but on the
second highest mountain in the world this goes up to 29%. Asking the boys who would
join him on a trip up each mountain, many raised their hands for Everest, but there were
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join him on a trip up each mountain, many raised their hands for

again. The mountain is not going to go anywhere. You can try

Everest, but there were far fewer willing to accept the higher risk.

again and succeed.”

He also brought up some interesting topics for discussion with

Throughout the talk, Matt mentioned several of his books that

the audience, including the fact that very young people are now

might interest the boys, all of which are influenced by his

attempting to reach the summit. A thirteen-year-old has

experiences. He talked about his novel The Everest Files, a

completed the climb, and an eleven-year-old wants to do so

mystery based on the dark side of human nature, which he

before his twelfth birthday. The boys had some really interesting

witnessed first-hand during his time climbing Everest. He

thoughts on the subject.

discussed The Death Zone, his factual account of his summit of

In addition, Matt discussed the amazing and inspirational people
he has met while climbing Everest, who value experiences rather
than material things.

Everest via the treacherous North Face during the most
devastating killer storm ever to hit the mountain. He also
mentioned his most recent book Lie Kill Walk Away, an edgy and
political novel which is based on his interest in bioweapons.

He showed the boys a number of videos he took documenting
his ascent of the mountain earlier in 2016. One of these showed
footage from the summit, including one of his fellow climbers
reaching the summit for the first time on his third attempt. He
spoke of the inspirational resilience of the climber he filmed and
said, “Sometimes you don’t achieve your dream the first time,
but if you have a dream and you have a plan, you can always try
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H

istorical fiction author and former veterinarian Ben Kane visited School to talk to

pupils about the Romans. Ben has written several series of books set in Roman times:
the Eagles of Rome, based on real events in Germany; the Hannibal and Rome series
which traces one of the most famous wars in ancient times from both sides; the
Spartacus series; and the Forgotten Legion Trilogy.
Dressed in Roman costume, he gave a talk to the whole of Year 7 during the afternoon’s
SPACE session about life in the Roman legion. By popular demand, his lunchtime talk to
older pupils also focused on the Roman military.
He began by speaking about the fact that legionaries did not look the same throughout
Roman history: in early Roman times, their armour was influenced by the Greeks, and it
evolved over time through diﬀerent styles to become the familiar image that is wellknown from films and television. He also talked about the diﬀerent types of soldier in the
early Roman army and how they were separated based on age and wealth: the youngest
and poorest being the most lightly armoured with basic weapons, and used mostly for
skirmishes; while the wealthy and older soldiers who had more experience were more
valued, had far superior armour and weapons, and were deployed only when matters
were desperate.
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Ben also went into detail about various pieces of armour from

sword, dagger, helmet, armour padding and armour, shield and

throughout Roman history, from the single bronze greave worn

javelin: everything apart from the additional equipment carried on

by some early Roman soldiers, to impenetrable chainmail made

the yoke, which was about 20 kg. He talked briefly about this

up of 20,000 individually riveted steel rings, to the diﬀerent types

experience and the first-hand knowledge he gained through it.

of helmets. He further explained that armour would have been
re-used, and this is proved by one helmet which has several
soldiers’ names scratched into the neck-plate. He had replicas of
various pieces of Roman armour and weaponry. The boys

He also gave a whistle-stop tour of Roman forts, including
bathhouses, tactics, and military discipline in the form of the vine
stick, before opening the floor to questions.

passed around a helmet and some chainmail to feel the weight,

The boys in both sessions came up with some fascinating things

and were also able to look at replicas of a second helmet from a

to ask Ben following his talk, and he ended up discussing

diﬀerent time period, Roman hobnail boots, a bronze greave, a

everything from his favourite of his own books, to the legionaries’

square shield and some daggers and swords from various
periods and areas.
Linked to the subject of armour, Ben discussed the equipment
that each Roman legionary would be expected to carry, which
amounted to 40kg. of weight. They were expected to be able to
carry this for 20 miles in five hours, or 24 miles in the same
amount of times at the quick step, using a yoke on their
shoulder. In 2013, Ben walked the length of Hadrian’s Wall for
charity dressed as a legionary and carrying the full weight of a

relationship with
auxiliaries or
soldiers
recruited from
non-Roman
tribes, to the
cause of the
Roman Empire’s
eventual
decline.
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L

uke Cavanaugh and Priya Guhathakurta have been selected to join Cowgill
Holloway’s ‘Future Stars’ programme. The initiative, now in its second year, gives
two students a preview into the world of business and finance by working at the firm
through a series of week-long placements.
The two successful applicants initially visited the Bolton-based accountants,
together with two of their peers, to get a feel for the business and shortly afterwards
returned for a selection interview.
Luke Cavanaugh & Priya Guhathakurta

Luke and Priya will spend four weeks working at the firm, spread across the school
year, experiencing a range of the firm’s departments, including audit, tax, business
recovery, wealth management and corporate finance.
Rob Lord, Partner at Cowgill Holloway said; “Our ‘Future Stars’ programme provides
students with the chance to both observe, and work, on real projects within all
departments across the firm – to give them a more rounded work experience. We
were very impressed with the work of both students from last year’s programme,
Mehranguiz and Nat; they set the bar high for Luke and Priya this year.”
We are very grateful to Cowgill Holloway for giving our students this opportunity
which is invaluable for those considering a career in accountancy and finance.

Nat Roohan & Mehranguiz Mokri
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O

n Saturday 26th November, Boys’ Division pupils from Years 11 and 13
enjoyed a successful day in court. The Sir Rhys Davies Mock Trial competition,
entered by twelve regional schools, requires teams to re-enact a court case, in the
imposing setting of Manchester’s Crown Court and in the presence of court
judges. As part of a joint team with pupils from the Girls’ Division, the boys had to
defend one Rocky Goth, an aspiring musician, against a charge of false
imprisonment; a team from Loreto tried to put Rocky behind bars. We won the
case, convincing not only the jury but also the judge, who awarded us 20 points to
Loreto’s 7. His Honour Judge Rudland was fulsome in his praise for our team, and
was particularly impressed with Tom Underwood’s closing statement for the
defence, which culminated in the phrase ‘… guilty of nothing more than owning an
unreliable door-lock’!
The girls won one of their cases, but unfortunately lost the other. Nevertheless, the
team came a creditable 4th place overall. The boys involved were: Will Plant and
Tom Underwood (advocates); David Lee and Alex O’Loughlin (witnesses); and Joe
Abram (Clerk and Usher).
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A

team of Boys’ Division pupils have won the Northern Heat of the Bank of
England’s Target 2.0 challenge. The team was captained by Caleb Hall-Paterson
and also included Khubaib Akhtar, Rohit Bagewadi and Nat Roohan.
The Target 2.0 competition asks students aged 16 to 18 to act as the Bank’s
Monetary Policy Committee: they have to assess economic conditions and set the
interest rate accordingly to meet the Government’s target of 2.0%. All teams
present their analysis and decision before a panel of judges.
The Bolton School team delivered an excellent presentation on the day of the
Northern Heat. The judges said that they were the unanimous winners against a
strong field of local independent schools.
Caleb, Khubaib, Rohit and Nat will now go on to compete in the Area Final at the
end of February against the best teams from Ireland, Scotland and North East
England.
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P

upils have been treated to a wide and varied assortment of theatre this term.
Early on in the Autumn Term, Year 8 boys watched a stage adaptation of Harper
Lee's 'To Kill a Mockingbird' and in the run up to Christmas, Year Seven boys
viewed an interesting musical adaptation of 'Cinderella' told from the rats' point of
view. Both year groups enjoyed these trips to our local theatre, the Octagon, and
their Arts Award projects have been informed and enriched by the experience.
Year Seven are just embarking on the adaptation of their own fairy tale selections
for the stage and will work on stage design for these projects in the New Year;
exploring matters of empathy and democracy, Year 8 boys have engaged with the
trial from 'Mockingbird' as a piece of forum theatre over the last few weeks.
GCSE and Sixth Form pupils have travelled to numerous shows for enrichment
and to underpin the dramatic texts they are studying as part of their examination
courses. We have seen some fantastic shows this season: 'A Streetcar Named
Desire' and 'Breaking the Code' at Manchester's Royal Exchange and
Shakespeare's 'The Tempest' at the RSC Theatre, Stratford-upon-Avon. You can
find these theatre trips reviewed in this newsletter and in the previous edition. The
boys benefit from discussion and debate with colleagues from a range of
departments at these events.
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‘Breaking the Code’ at the Royal Exchange The
honesty. Turing’s shocking admission that he was sleeping with the

I

man, who he had originally claimed had robbed him, ultimately led to

n 1986, playwright Hugh Whitmore took it upon himself to tell the

his persecution and eventual suicide and demonstrated his inability to

story of Alan Turing, a man whose life was just as much of an enigma

deceive, even to protect himself. Ultimately, Hastie reminds an

as the machine he was destined to crack. Extremely little was known

audience that Turing is a tragic character, and the very real issues that

about the man whose eﬀorts had been so vital in securing an allied

Turing faces in the play are certainly relatable in the modern age,

victory during the Second World War and who tragically committed

making this production a timeless, but tragic classic.

suicide in the aftermath of revelations about his homosexuality. Since
then, much has changed; after having been pardoned posthumously

Another highlight of the performance came from Ben Stones’

by the Queen, Turing has become the subject of an Oscar-winning

mesmerising stage design. A collection of suspended rods constantly

film in addition to two operas. In 2016, director Robert Hastie has
capitalised on this popular interest in Turing’s life and has produced
an iconic and compelling piece of theatre.
Much of the play’s success can be attributed to the outstanding
performance of Daniel Rigby. His portrayal of Turing perfectly
captured the essence of his character and his inner conflict. Turing’s
stutter was employed masterfully. The stutter vanished at moments
when Turing discussed maths, allowing room for an audience to
grasp the true genius trapped inside of Turing. Yet at personal
moments, and those of heightened tension, the stutter was present
just enough to act as a chilling reminder of the fragility of human
nature. Rigby’s portrayal was beautifully orchestrated to demonstrate
the conflicts that eventually consumed Turing: his repressed
homosexuality, his strained relationship with his family and his fatal
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altered above the stage in order to form boxes and cells. This beautiful
display is eﬀective in conveying the abstract nature of mathematics,
as Turing must cross outside of the box in order to solve most of his
problems.
Admittedly, it is diﬃcult to uncover any weaknesses in the
performance. However, the play left much work to the audience. The
minimalistic nature of the setting, in addition to the hefty volume of
intense dialogue, does require an audience to fully engage with the
play and make inferences based upon design prompts in order to
grasp the meaning of the play. Whilst Turing does come across as an
extremely sympathetic character, perhaps more could have been done
to portray his struggle, making it easier for an audience to empathise
with him.
Overall, the play was superb. The cast truly brought the characters to
life and allowed room for the director to explore many issues,
including repression and injustice that are still just as relevant today.
Many thanks to the wide variety of staﬀ, drawn from departments
including Maths and Technology, as well as English, for supporting this
endeavour.
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altered above the stage in order to form boxes and cells. This beautiful display is
eﬀective in conveying the abstract nature of mathematics, as Turing must cross
outside of the box in order to solve most of his problems.
Admittedly, it is diﬃcult to uncover any weaknesses in the performance. However,
the play left much work to the audience. The minimalistic nature of the setting, in
addition to the hefty volume of intense dialogue, does require an audience to fully
engage with the play and make inferences based upon design prompts in order to
grasp the meaning of the play. Whilst Turing does come across as an extremely
sympathetic character, perhaps more could have been done to portray his
struggle, making it easier for an audience to empathise with him.
Overall, the play was superb. The cast truly brought the characters to life and
allowed room for the director to explore many issues, including repression and
injustice that are still just as relevant today. Many thanks to the wide variety of
staﬀ, drawn from departments including Maths and Technology, as well as English,
for supporting this endeavour.
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Rainsford as Miranda. Moreover, there was the hilarious portrayal of

S

the comic Trinculo and Stephano by Simon Trinder and Tony
hakespeare's 'The Tempest' has captivated audiences for over

Jayawardena who, with Joe Dixon's Caliban, made the audience

400 years. Reinterpretations of the play have used modern

laugh hysterically in their drunken attempt to assassinate Prospero.

techniques, which highlight the spectacle of the show in a way never

The most striking and unique aspect of this version of ‘The Tempest’

seen before. This was no diﬀerent when Bolton School students were

was its inventive use of technology in the play, which was able to

treated to the experience of George Doran's innovative artistic

manifest itself in the thunderous and vociferous nature of the

direction of the classic play, at the Royal Shakespeare Company

Tempest, through the blinding lights and deafening sounds. However,

(RSC) this December.

the most emphatic addition was the construction of virtual magic and
characters.

The play revolves around the revenge plot of Prospero, as through his
magical power, by which the tumultuous tempest is created, he

Throughout the text, Ariel, a powerful spirit, is able to float and fly

scatters the characters of the play on the mysterious island. Then, by

above the characters, make himself invisible, change his body to

use of his spirit servant Ariel, he reveals the treacherous attitudes of

flames and even turn into a nightmarish harpy. For hundreds of years,

the men in King Alonso's court and generates a love between the

this prospect of embodying his limitless power has been tried, yet it

king's son Ferdinand and his own daughter Miranda. In the end,

has been impossible to truly show the eﬀect of his magic, until now.

Prospero forgives the men of the Royal Court who caused his exile,

The RSC, in this interpretation, worked with Intel, using augmented

including his traitorous brother Antonio, and consents to the marriage

reality, to create a digital character of Ariel on stage. This was not

of Miranda and Ferdinand. He even gives up his power and releases

recorded, but was a live performance, as Mark Quartley wore a

his servant Ariel and his other grotesque slave Caliban.

costume with many sensors that picked up all his movements, which
were then rendered into the computer-generated character in real-

There were powerful performances by the cast including: Simon

time. Then it was through to video servers for projection resulting in

Russell Beale as Prospero, Joseph Mydell as Gonzalo and Jenny
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the digital avatar coming to life. Subsequently at certain points in the play, the
audience were able to see this character fly around the stage, set his skin on fire
and morph into a fiendish winged monster. All of which amazed the audience and
overall highlighted the power and beauty of the play itself. Yet there are some
issues within this technique. Although it is an astonishing sight, watching the
aesthetic imagery, because the avatar had to be projected, a screen had to be
lowered in order to show this computer-generated being. The actor playing Ariel
stood on the side of the stage for all the audience to see, whilst cresting the
movements of the avatar of his character on screen. Though impressive, the
downside of this was that the screen had to be lowered and brought back up
several times in the play, which was distracting. In addition, for some, the sight of
two Ariels may have been confusing. Furthermore, due to the projection of the
avatar on a flat screen, audience members, sat by the side of the stage, as we
were, disappointingly found it diﬃcult to see the avatar fully.
Overall, this interpretation of ‘The Tempest’ was an enjoyable experience and an
example of combining technology and drama. An improvement would be the
creation of a hologram as Ariel, which the audience could see completely, from all
angles. Thus there would be no necessity of having the actor on stage; that being
said, this experimental performance delighted audiences and was certainly
worthwhile for the Bolton School students. We look forward to the next innovation
and metamorphosis of ‘The Tempest’.
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Snapshots of
School Life

Snapshots of School Life
This is a flavour of what the boys have been involved in this half of term: Sixth Form’s Christmas Jumper Charity Day, Blackburn House collects for Blackburn Food Bank,
Festive Greetings from Kayak Club, Year 9 Orienteering, Christmas Strictly Dance Club, Andy and Rohit enjoy success in regional debating competition (Top left to bottom right)
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